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others, from anyone who might intrude on their two lives. When it seems their affectionate neighbour is
becoming too inquisitive, Joe abruptly arranges for himself and Rebecca to make a quick move to another
place in the city. And as she reflects on things, Rebecca realizes that this is what has always happened.
Also, she doesn't attend school, but is doing what her dad calls home--schooling. When she asks him about
her family -- grandparents and others -- turns out that they're all dead. For various reasons, as Joe explains.
That means the two of them are alone in the world, making their own way. Or, perhaps, allowing Joe to
make whatever moves he wishes to without consulting anyone else -- least of all, his daughter. Life changes
for Rebecca the day that she spots a new neighbour in their latest apartment building -- someone who,
though she seems a little fragile, has an aura of elegance about her and who also takes an immediate
interest in the girl. As Rebecca gets to know Phoebe better, she also is able to look at Joe with different
eyes -- and, in the end, she realizes that her father is not at all who he has presented himself as.
The Ten Thousand Doors of January - Alix E. Harrow 2019-09-10
"A gorgeous, aching love letter to stories, storytellers and the doors they lead us through...absolutely
enchanting."--Christina Henry, bestselling author of Alice and Lost Boys LOS ANGELES TIMES
BESTSELLER! In the early 1900s, a young woman embarks on a fantastical journey of self-discovery after
finding a mysterious book in this captivating and lyrical debut. In a sprawling mansion filled with peculiar
treasures, January Scaller is a curiosity herself. As the ward of the wealthy Mr. Locke, she feels little
different from the artifacts that decorate the halls: carefully maintained, largely ignored, and utterly out of
place. Then she finds a strange book. A book that carries the scent of other worlds, and tells a tale of secret
doors, of love, adventure and danger. Each page turn reveals impossible truths about the world and January
discovers a story increasingly entwined with her own. Lush and richly imagined, a tale of impossible
journeys, unforgettable love, and the enduring power of stories awaits in Alix E. Harrow's spellbinding
debut--step inside and discover its magic.
The Quiet Girl - Peter Høeg 2013-07-30
The internationally acclaimed bestselling author of Smilla's Sense of Snow returns with this "engrossing,
beautifully written tale of suspense . . . captivating" (The Miami Herald). Set in Denmark in the here and
now, Peter Hoeg's The Quiet Girl centers around Kaspar Krone, a world-renowned circus clown with a deep
love for the music of Johan Sebastian Bach, and an even deeper gambling debt. Wanted for tax evasion and
on the verge of extradition, Krone is drafted into the service of a mysterious order of nuns who promise him
reprieve from the international authorities in return for his help safeguarding a group of children with
mystical abilities -- abilities that Krone also shares. When one of the children goes missing, Krone sets off to
find the young girl and bring her back, making a shocking series of discoveries along the way about her
identity and the true intentions of his young wards. The result is a fast-paced, philosophical thriller
blending social realism with the literary fantastic and pitting art and spirituality against corporate interests
and nothing less than the will to war by the industrialized world. The Quiet Girl is a masterful, inventive
novel that marks the triumphal return of one of the great writers of the international literary world.
The High Season - Judy Blundell 2018-05-22
“A mesmerizing, head-spinning—and sometimes madcap-hilarious—take of have and have-nots.”—People
(Book of the Week) NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE AND KIRKUS
REVIEWS • “In the smart, breezy, sweet spot between Meg Wolitzer and Elin

Every You, Every Me - David Levithan 2011-09-13
A picture is worth a thousand lies in this psychological thriller by bestselling author David Levithan (Every
Day; Will Grayson, Will Grayson with John Green). In this high school-set psychological tale, a tormented
teen named Evan starts to discover a series of unnerving photographs—some of which feature him.
Someone is stalking him . . . messing with him . . . threatening him. Worse, ever since his best friend Ariel
has been gone, he's been unable to sleep, spending night after night torturing himself for his role in her
absence. And as crazy as it sounds, Evan's starting to believe it's Ariel that's behind all of this, punishing
him. But the more Evan starts to unravel the mystery, the more his paranoia and insomnia amplify, and the
more he starts to unravel himself. Creatively told with black-and-white photos interspersed between the
text so the reader can see the photos that are so unnerving to Evan, Every You, Every Me is a one-of-a-kind
departure from a one-of-a-kind author.
After Me Comes the Flood - Sarah Perry 2020-03-17
From the internationally bestselling author of The Essex Serpent—soon to be an Apple TV+ Series “A
beautiful, dream-like, unsettling narrative in which every word, like a small jewel, feels carefully chosen,
considered and placed. Rarely do debut novels come as assured and impressive as this one.”—Sarah
Waters, New York Times bestselling author of The Paying Guests Elegant, sinister and psychologically
complex, After Me Comes the Flood is the haunting debut novel by Sarah Perry, the bestselling author of
The Essex Serpent and Melmoth. One hot summer’s day, John Cole decides to shut his bookshop early, and
possibly forever, and drives out of London to see his brother. When his car breaks down on an isolated
road, he goes looking for help and finds a dilapidated house. As he approaches, a laughing woman he’s
never seen before walks out, addresses him by name and explains she’s been waiting for him. Entering the
home, John discovers an enigmatic clan of residents all of whom seem to know who he is, and also claim
they have been awaiting his arrival. They seem to be waiting for something else, too—something final....
Written before Sarah Perry’s ascension to an internationally bestselling author, After Me Comes the Flood
is a spectacular novel of obsession, conviction, and providence.
Life Lessons from a Total Failure - M. J. Dougherty 2016-08-17
How are we shaped by our successes and failures? Who impacts the decisions we make? And how can a
book written by a total stranger help you? With candor, humor and unabashed self-deprecation, I've
embraced what makes me unique and hope my story inspires you to do the same.
The Invention of Hugo Cabret - Brian Selznick 2015-09-03
ORPHAN, CLOCK KEEPER, AND THIEF, twelve-year-old Hugo lives in the walls of a busy Paris train
station, where his survival depends on secrets and anonymity. But when his world suddenly interlocks with
an eccentric girl and her grandfather, Hugo's undercover life, and his most precious secret, are put in
jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a treasured notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical man, and a hidden message
from Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this intricate, tender, and spellbinding mystery.
Unravel - Sharon Jennings 2021-03-21
As Rebecca is about to turn twelve years old, she begins to realize that Joe, her father, is not the most
supportive of parents. Rather he seems to want to turn her away from friendships, from involvement with
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Hilderbrand.”—Entertainment Weekly No matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie Beamish
has the house. Located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village, the house is her nest egg—the retirement
account shared with her ex-husband, Mike, and the college fund for their teenage daughter, Jem. The
catch? To afford the house, Ruthie must let it go during the best part of the year. It’s Memorial Day
weekend and the start of what Jem calls “the summer bummer”: the family’s annual exodus to make way for
renters. This year, the Hamptons set has arrived. Adeline Clay is elegant and connected—and will never
need to worry about money. Before long, she demonstrates an uncanny ability to help herself to Ruthie’s
life. Is Adeline just being her fabulous self, or is she out to take what she wants? When an eccentric
billionaire, his wayward daughter, a coterie of social climbers, and Ruthie’s old flame are thrown into the
mix, the entire town finds itself on the verge of tumultuous change. But as Ruthie loses her grasp on her
job, her home, and her family, she discovers a new talent for pushing back. By the end of one unhinged,
unforgettable summer, nothing will be the same—least of all Ruthie. Praise for The High Season “Blundell
knows the territory. . . . Her account of Ruthie’s coming to grips with a career, a daughter and a community
in flux is as touching as it is convincing.”—The Wall Street Journal “A huge page-turner . . . so compelling . .
. a classic beach read, but very smart, very intelligently written.”—Us Weekly, Emily Giffin’s Summer
Reading Recommendations “An acid-laced domestic drama set during one golden summer on the moneyed,
beachy North Fork of Long Island.”—The New York Times “Judy Blundell wields words like an oyster knife
in this shimmering story of art, money, and celebrity.”—Helen Simonson, New York Times bestselling
author of The Summer Before the War “A wry, often hilarious story of a woman trying to keep it together
when everything is going so, so wrong.”—Real Simple
The Woman in the Window - A. J Finn 2021-06

Alex North weaves a multi-generational tale of a father and son caught in the crosshairs of an investigation
to catch a serial killer preying on a small town. After the sudden death of his wife, Tom Kennedy believes a
fresh start will help him and his young son Jake heal. A new beginning, a new house, a new town.
Featherbank. But the town has a dark past. Twenty years ago, a serial killer abducted and murdered five
residents. Until Frank Carter was finally caught, he was nicknamed "The Whisper Man," for he would lure
his victims out by whispering at their windows at night. Just as Tom and Jake settle into their new home, a
young boy vanishes. His disappearance bears an unnerving resemblance to Frank Carter's crimes,
reigniting old rumors that he preyed with an accomplice. Now, detectives Amanda Beck and Pete Willis
must find the boy before it is too late, even if that means Pete has to revisit his great foe in prison: The
Whisper Man. And then Jake begins acting strangely. He hears a whispering at his window...
The Agony of Bun O'Keefe - Heather Smith 2017-09-05
Little Miss Sunshine meets Room in this quirky, heartwarming story of friendship, loyalty and discovery. It's
Newfoundland, 1986. Fourteen-year-old Bun O'Keefe has lived a solitary life in an unsafe, unsanitary house.
Her mother is a compulsive hoarder, and Bun has had little contact with the outside world. What she's
learned about life comes from the random books and old VHS tapes that she finds in the boxes and bags her
mother brings home. Bun and her mother rarely talk, so when Bun's mother tells Bun to leave one day, she
does. Hitchhiking out of town, Bun ends up on the streets of St. John's, Newfoundland. Fortunately, the first
person she meets is Busker Boy, a street musician who senses her naivety and takes her in. Together they
live in a house with an eclectic cast of characters: Chef, a hotel dishwasher with culinary dreams; Cher, a
drag queen with a tragic past; Big Eyes, a Catholic school girl desperately trying to reinvent herself; and
The Landlord, a man who Bun is told to avoid at all cost. Through her experiences with her new roommates,
and their sometimes tragic revelations, Bun learns that the world extends beyond the walls of her mother's
house and discovers the joy of being part of a new family -- a family of friends who care.
All the Truth That's In Me - Julie Berry 2013-08-31
ALL THE TRUTH THAT'S IN ME is many things. It is a true romance, a story of desperate yearning and
unrequited love. It's a page-turning mystery full of twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the
very end. But most of all, it's an empowering drama about a girl's journey from victim to hero. Judith can't
speak. Ever since the horrifying trauma that left her best friend dead and Judith without her tongue, she's
been a pariah in her close-knit community of Roswell Station; even her own mother won't look her in the
eye. All Judith can do is silently pour out her thoughts and feelings to the love of her life, the boy who's
owned her heart as long as she can remember - even if he doesn't know it - her childhood friend, Lucas. But
when Roswell Station is attacked by enemies, long-buried secrets come to light . . . and Judith's world starts
to shift on its axis. Before she knows it, Judith is forced to choose: continue to live in silence, or recover her
voice, even if what she has to say might change her world, and the lives around her, forever.
Deception Creek - Fleur McDonald 2021-11-02
A returned criminal, a cult-like family and cybercrime all clash against the backdrop of the Flinders Ranges
in this thrilling new rural suspense novel from the best-selling Voice of the Outback. 'If you're looking for a
gripping rural crime thriller, look no further.' - Better Reading Emma Cameron, a recently divorced farmer
and a local in Barker, runs Deception Creek, the farm that three generations of her family have owned
before her. Every day Emma pushes herself hard on the land, hoping to make ten-year-old memories of a
terrible car accident disappear. And now there are more recent nightmares of an ex-husband who refuses
to understand how much the farm means to Emma. When Joel Hammond is released from jail and heads
home to Barker, Detective Dave Burrows and Senior Constable Jack Higgins are on high alert. Joel has a
long and sorry history with many of the townsfolk and they are not keen to see him home to stay. Not all of
the Barker locals want to see Joel run out of town, though. Some even harbour doubts about Joel's
conviction. The town finds itself split down the middle, families pitted against each other with devastating
outcomes. Readers say: 'Cybercrime, financial fraud, murder and more...This page-turning book will keep
readers both enthralled and engaged.' - Blue Wolf Reviews 'Mysterious, hard hitting, conflicting and
compelling, Deception Creek is another fantastic rural novel from Fleur McDonald, the undisputed Voice of
the Outback.' - Mrs B's Book Reviews 'Suspense and romance in an authentic rural Australian setting with a
truly unexpected ending.' - Book'd Out 'An outstanding, tense suspense novel...Well-crafted characters, and

The Bone Code - Kathy Reichs 2021-07-06
#1 New York Times bestselling author Kathy Reichs’s twentieth “brilliant” (Louise Penny) thriller featuring
forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan, whose examinations of unidentified bodies ignite a terrifying
series of events. “This is A-game Reichs, with crisp prose, sharp dialogue, and plenty of suspense”
(Booklist). On the way to hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast,
Tempe receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container.
Inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic and bound with electrical wire. Tempe recognizes
many of the details as identical to those of an unsolved case she handled in Quebec fifteen years earlier.
With a growing sense of foreboding, she travels to Montreal to gather evidence. Meanwhile, health
authorities in South Carolina become increasingly alarmed as a human flesh-eating contagion spreads. So
focused is Tempe on identifying the container victims that, initially, she doesn’t register how their murders
and the pestilence may be related. But she does recognize one unsettling fact. Someone is protecting a dark
secret—and willing to do anything to keep it hidden. An absorbing look at the sinister uses to which
genetics can be put and featuring a cascade of ever-more-shocking revelations, The Bone Code is “a murder
mystery story that races across America at the speed of fright” (James Patterson).
Revival - Stephen King 2014-11-11
Stephen King presents “a fresh adrenaline rush of terror” (People) in this electrifying #1 New York Times
bestseller! The new minister came to Harlow, Maine, when Jamie Morton was a boy doing battle with his
toy army men on the front lawn. The young Reverend Charles Jacobs and his beautiful wife brought new life
to the local church and captivated their congregation. But with Jamie, he shares a secret obsession—a draw
so powerful, it would have profound consequences five decades after the shattering tragedy that turned the
preacher against God, and long after his final, scathing sermon. Now Jamie, a nomadic rock guitarist
hooked on heroin, meets Charles Jacobs again. And when their bond becomes a pact beyond even the
Devil’s devising, Jamie discovers that the word revival has many meanings….
The Whisper Man - Alex North 2019-08-20
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "WORKS BEAUTIFULLY... If you like being terrified,
The Whisper Man has your name on it." —The New York Times, Editor's Pick "SUPERB" —Publisher's
Weekly, Starred Review "BRILLIANT... will satisfy readers of Thomas Harris and Stephen King." —Booklist,
Starred Review "POIGNANT AND TERRIFYING" —Entertainment Weekly In this dark, suspenseful thriller,
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of course my favourites - Dave Burrows and Jack Higgins - lead the way in this phenomenal read which I
highly recommend.' - Reading, Writing and Riesling 'I simply can't get enough of Detective Dave Burrows!
This series is one I will definitely keep on my shelf to read again.' - The Burgeoning Bookshelf 'A bingeworthy rural crime story full of intrigue, secrets and mystery.' - Instagram reviewer 'Fleur McDonald is up
there on my favourites list - I always look forward to her next book!' - Goodreads reviewer 'Loved the
multiple storylines, the mystery elements and the wonderfully engaging characters in this read! Highly
recommended!' - Goodreads reviewer 'This one had me turning the pages, I could barely put it down, Fleur
McDonald has again put together a brilliant story with twists and turns that kept me enthralled.' Goodreads reviewer 'Fleur McDonald knows how to add mystery into every element of the story, along with
everyday farming techniques to give her books a true Australian flavour.' - Goodreads reviewer 'Fleur's
lovable leading man Dave is in his element here with another police investigation to unravel all wrapped up
in an outback adventure to engage in.' - Goodreads reviewer 'It was a great feeling to return to Dave, Jack
and company. This is another illustrious outback thriller from hallowed Australian author, Fleur McDonald.'
- Goodreads reviewer 'I was caught up in the drama and suspense as the detectives unravel shocking truths
that have been hidden for decades.' - Goodreads review 'I love that you can just pick up a Fleur McDonald
and disappear - it's a novel that tackles a great deal of serious themes, but you are just in such safe hands.'
- Goodreads review 'Pick up a copy of Deception Creek and reacquaint yourself with old friends, or meet a
band of new ones. You won't be disappointed.' - Goodreads review 'A phenomenal read, certainly not for the
faint hearted! I honestly can't wait to see what Dave and co have to deal with next!!' - Goodreads review
'Purchased Deception Creek this morning, binge read until I finished it. This book has it all. Can't wait until
my next visit to Barker!' - Goodreads reviewer 'This is one of those books that you can't wait to finish to find
out what happens but then wish it didn't have to end.' - Goodreads reviewer
Master of Salt & Bones - Keri Lake 2020-04-18
Meet the Devil of Blackthorne Manor ...When I was a little girl, I dreamed a handsome knight would come
and rescue me from my wretched mother. He'd ride up on his white steed and break the curse I've been
fated to carry since the day I was born.Funny how things changed over time. How the fairy tale twisted into
something far more crooked, darker than I ever imagined.In reality, my knight is scarred and broken, living
alone in a castle of bones that overlooks the sea. He isn't searching for me. He never was.Lucian
Blackthorne is as cursed as I am, and equally shunned by the locals, the fishers of men, who believe him to
be the devil in the flesh.Perhaps he is, with the way his amber eyes draw me in, ignite me like an infernal
blaze. And the sins he whispers in my ear are as wickedly intoxicating as the man himself.Yet, his touch is
heaven and his will is my weakness.He calls us forbidden, an unsalvageable tragedy, with no happy end.
Maybe we are. But in this story, he's the one who needs saving.Master of Salt & Bones is a dark modern
gothic contemporary standalone romance.
A Burning - Megha Majumdar 2020-06-02
A TODAY SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB PICK! A New York Times Notable Book For readers of
Tommy Orange, Yaa Gyasi, and Jhumpa Lahiri, an electrifying debut novel about three unforgettable
characters who seek to rise—to the middle class, to political power, to fame in the movies—and find their
lives entangled in the wake of a catastrophe in contemporary India. In this National Book Award Longlist
honoree and “gripping thriller with compassionate social commentary” (USA Today), Jivan is a Muslim girl
from the slums, determined to move up in life, who is accused of executing a terrorist attack on a train
because of a careless comment on Facebook. PT Sir is an opportunistic gym teacher who hitches his
aspirations to a right-wing political party, and finds that his own ascent becomes linked to Jivan's fall.
Lovely—an irresistible outcast whose exuberant voice and dreams of glory fill the novel with warmth and
hope and humor—has the alibi that can set Jivan free, but it will cost her everything she holds dear. Taut,
symphonic, propulsive, and riveting from its opening lines, A Burning has the force of an epic while being
so masterfully compressed it can be read in a single sitting. Majumdar writes with dazzling assurance at a
breakneck pace on complex themes that read here as the components of a thriller: class, fate, corruption,
justice, and what it feels like to face profound obstacles and yet nurture big dreams in a country spinning
toward extremism. An extraordinary debut.
Archetype - M. D. Waters 2014-02-06
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“A twisty, thought-provoking futuristic tale that unnerves and enthralls.” –Family Circle In a future where
women are a rare commodity, Emma fights for freedom but is held captive by the love of two men—one her
husband, the other her worst enemy. If only she could remember which is which . . . In the stunning first
volume of a two-book series that will appeal to readers of William Gibson and Philip K. Dick, Emma wakes
with her memory wiped clean. Her husband, Declan—a powerful and seductive man—narrates the story of
her past, but Emma’s dreams contradict him. They show her war, a camp where girls are trained to be
wives, and love for another man. Something inside warns her not to speak of these things, but the line
between her dreams and reality is about to shatter forever.
The Love of My Life - Rosie Walsh 2022-03-01
GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Rosie Walsh’s The Love of My Life is my favorite kind of
thriller—gripping, heartbreaking and impossible to put down.”—Laura Dave From the New York Times
bestselling author of Ghosted comes a love story wrapped in a mystery: an up-all-night page-turner with a
dark secret at its core I have held you at night for ten years and I didn't even know your name. We have a
child together. A dog, a house. Who are you? Emma loves her husband Leo and their young daughter Ruby:
she’d do anything for them. But almost everything she's told them about herself is a lie. And she might just
have got away with it, if it weren’t for her husband’s job. Leo is an obituary writer; Emma a well-known
marine biologist. When she suffers a serious illness, Leo copes by doing what he knows best – researching
and writing about his wife’s life. But as he starts to unravel the truth, he discovers the woman he loves
doesn’t really exist. Even her name isn’t real. When the very darkest moments of Emma’s past finally
emerge, she must somehow prove to Leo that she really is the woman he always thought she was . . . But
first, she must tell him about the other love of her life.
The Archived - Victoria Schwab 2013-01-29
The Archive, an otherworldly library, contains the bodies of everyone who has ever died. But when the
Archive is compromised from within, sixteen-year-old Mackenzie Bishop must use her skills as a Keeper to
identify the traitor and prevent violent Histories from escaping into our world. The first in a dark, dazzlingly
inventive YA fantasy series from the author of The Near Witch.
King of the South - Calia Read 2021
While You Were Sleeping - Kathryn Croft 2016-11-16
You wake up to find the man beside you is dead. He is not your husband. This is not your bed. What do you
do? Tara Logan lives a quiet life with her husband, Noah, and two children, teenager Rosie and eleven-yearold Spencer. But her peace is shattered when she wakes in her neighbour Lee's bed, with no memory of
how she got there or what happened between them. And worse - he has been stabbed to death. Convinced
she didn't kill Lee, Tara stays silent, fearing the truth will rip her family apart. But as her daughter spirals
out of control, and her husband becomes increasingly distant, Tara soon realises that someone in her life
knows what really happened to Lee. She must get to the truth before they do. Tara made a mistake ... but
will one night cost her everything? A gripping, shocking psychological thriller, with a twist that will take
you by surprise. Will engross fans of Gone Girl, Behind Closed Doors, and The Girl on the Train.
The Elephant's New Shoe - Laurel Neme 2020-10-06
This sweet true story stars a tiny, orphaned elephant who was given another chance. When Chhouk, an
Asian elephant calf, was found, he was alone, underweight, and had a severe foot injury. Conservationist
Nick Marx of Wildlife Alliance rescued the baby elephant. With help from the Cambodian Forestry
Administration, the Cambodian School of Prosthetics and Orthotics, and an elephant named Lucky, Nick
nursed Chhouk back to health and made him an artificial foot. One of the first animals to ever be fitted with
a prosthetic, Chhouk helped pioneer the technology -- and most importantly, was able to walk again!This
true animal rescue story will satisfy animal lovers and capture the hearts of both young readers and their
parents.
The Woman in the Park - Teresa Sorkin 2019-08-26
When Manhattanite Sarah Rock meets a mysterious and handsome stranger in the park, she is drawn to
him. Sarah wants to get away from her daily routine, her cheating husband and his crazy mistress, her
frequent sessions with her heartless therapist, and her moody children. But nothing is as it seems. Her life
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begins to unravel when a woman from the park goes missing and Sarah becomes the prime suspect in the
woman's disappearance. Her lover is nowhere to be found, her husband is suspicious of her, and her
therapist is talking to the police. With no one to trust, Sarah must face her inner demons and uncover the
truth to prove her innocence. A thriller that questions what is real-with its shocking twists, secrets, and
lies—The Woman in the Park will leave readers breathless.
Safe Harbour - Christina Kilbourne 2019-11-16
As crazy as her father’s plan sounds, sticking to it is easy for Harbour — until it isn’t. Fourteen-year-old
Harbour is living in a tent in a Toronto ravine with her dog, a two-month supply of canned tuna, and an
unconventional reading list. She’s not homeless, she tells herself. She’s merely waiting for her home — a
thirty-six-foot sailboat — to arrive with her father at the helm. Why should she worry when the clouds give
her signs that assure her that she’s safe and protected? When her credit card gets declined, phone contact
from her father stops, and summer slips into a frosty fall, Harbour is forced to face reality and accept the
help of a homeless teen named Lise to survive on the streets. Lise shows Harbour how to panhandle and
navigate the shelter system while trying to unravel Harbour's mysterious past. But if Harbour tells her
anything, the consequences could be catastrophic.
The Art of Work - Jeff Goins 2015-03-24
On his thirtieth birthday, Jeff Goins quit his job and began his pursuit of becoming a full-time writer. While
certainly that was a milestone day, it was still less significant than the ones that lead to that memorable
moment. The journey he took leading up to that daring decision involved twists, turns, and surprises he
never expected. In the end, he found his life’s purpose, his calling; and in The Art of Work, he wants to
share his journey with you and help you, too, discover your life’s work, along with the invaluable treasure
that comes with doing so.As writer, keynote speaker, and award-winning blogger Jeff Goins explains, our
search for discovering the task we were born to do begins with passion but does not end there. Only when
our interests connect with the needs of the world do we begin living for a larger purpose. Those who
experience this intersection experience something exceptional and enviable. Though it is rare, as Jeff
discovered along the journey he shares in this one-of-a-kind book, such a life is attainable by anyone brave
enough to try. Through personal experience, compelling case studies, and current research on the
mysteries of motivation and talent, Jeff shows readers how to find the vocation they were meant for and
what to expect during the long, arduous journey to discovering and pursuing it.
The Fourth Turning - William Strauss 1997-12-29
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “A startling vision of what the cycles of history predict for the future.”—USA
Weekend William Strauss and Neil Howe will change the way you see the world—and your place in it. With
blazing originality, The Fourth Turning illuminates the past, explains the present, and reimagines the
future. Most remarkably, it offers an utterly persuasive prophecy about how America’s past will predict its
future. Strauss and Howe base this vision on a provocative theory of American history. The authors look
back five hundred years and uncover a distinct pattern: Modern history moves in cycles, each one lasting
about the length of a long human life, each composed of four eras—or "turnings"—that last about twenty
years and that always arrive in the same order. In The Fourth Turning, the authors illustrate these cycles
using a brilliant analysis of the post-World War II period. First comes a High, a period of confident
expansion as a new order takes root after the old has been swept away. Next comes an Awakening, a time
of spiritual exploration and rebellion against the now-established order. Then comes an Unraveling, an
increasingly troubled era in which individualism triumphs over crumbling institutions. Last comes a
Crisis—the Fourth Turning—when society passes through a great and perilous gate in history. Together, the
four turnings comprise history's seasonal rhythm of growth, maturation, entropy, and rebirth. The Fourth
Turning offers bold predictions about how all of us can prepare, individually and collectively, for America’s
next rendezvous with destiny.
Origin - Dan Brown 2018-07-17
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology, arrives at the ultramodern Guggenheim Museum Bilbao
to attend the unveiling of a discovery that “will change the face of science forever.” The evening’s host is
Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old billionaire and futurist, and one of Langdon’s first students. But the
meticulously orchestrated evening suddenly erupts into chaos, and Kirsch’s precious discovery teeters on
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the brink of being lost forever. Facing an imminent threat, Langdon is forced to flee. With him is Ambra
Vidal, the elegant museum director who worked with Kirsch. They travel to Barcelona on a perilous quest to
locate a cryptic password that will unlock Kirsch’s secret. Navigating the dark corridors of hidden history
and extreme religion, Langdon and Vidal must evade an enemy whose all-knowing power seems to emanate
from Spain’s Royal Palace. They uncover clues that ultimately bring them face-to-face with Kirsch’s
shocking discovery…and the breathtaking truth that has long eluded us.
Buried in Lies - T.L. Smith 2017-10-31
His lips told me he knew me. His hands touched like we were old lovers. His eyes held secrets of a past I'd
never known. I was lost, you see. Lost as the flowers that grew in the meadow. The devil told me he knew
me. But lies had a way of unraveling, even if we didn't want them to. The devil had a trick, for his love was
full of acid. Acid that burned at every touch, every linger, and I let it scorch me to my core. A devil made
you sin. And my devil was the worst. But now that devil wanted my last kiss, and it wasn't one I was willing
to give. He could take the acid and leave the burn behind. I was keeping my heart even if I died trying.
Levi's Blue - M. Leighton 2016-09-18
Four beautiful days. Three steamy nights. One breathtaking love. Levi Michaelson. He wanted four dates.
Four opportunities to prove I could trust him. Four chances to change my mind about him. I agreed.
Probably not my smartest decision. He was everything I knew to avoid—gorgeous, charming, sexy as
hell—but I couldn’t help myself. When he touched me the whole world disappeared. I should’ve known I
could lose myself to him, that he could be the one man to destroy me. I guess it’s true what they say—some
things are too good to be true. And Levi Michaelson might just be one of them. Unzip this sexy, southern
contemporary romance that’s guaranteed to make you sweat and make you swoon! Standalone. HEA.
Intended for mature readers.
Rebecca Tree - Michael Abramson 2016-04-10
A near-future America tips toward civil war. Border states degenerate into lawless territories led by
demagogues. Can one woman stop them?
Uncharted: The Fourth Labyrinth - Christopher Golden 2011-10-04
The official novel of Naughty Dog’s award-winning videogame franchise! In the ancient world there was a
myth about a king, a treasure, and a hellish labyrinth. Now the doors to that hell are open once again.
Nathan Drake, treasure hunter and risk taker, has been called to New York City by the man who taught him
everything about the “antiquities acquisition business.” Victor Sullivan needs Drake’s help. Sully’s old
friend, a world-famous archaeologist, has just been found murdered in Manhattan. Dodging assassins,
Drake, Sully, and the dead man’s daughter, Jada Hzujak, race from New York to underground excavations
in Egypt and Greece. Their goal: to unravel an ancient myth of alchemy, look for three long-lost labyrinths,
and find the astonishing discovery that got Jada’s father killed. It appears that a fourth labyrinth was built
in another land and another culture—and within it lies a key to unmatched wealth and power. An army of
terrifying lost warriors guards this underground maze. So does a monster. And what lies beyond—if Drake
can live long enough to reach it—is both a treasure and a poison, a paradise and a hell. Welcome to The
Fourth Labyrinth.
Verse Book 1 - Sam Beck 2021-09-28
Fife is your typical apprentice blacksmith and he knows one thing for certain. Magic doesn’t exist anymore.
Sure, there’s the Verse, but that’s not the same thing at all. Then he meets Neitya, who isn’t your typical
girl, and everything he knows changes in a flash of...well...magic. EVERYONE KNOWS MAGIC DOESN'T
EXIST ANYMORE, UNTIL MAGIC CHANGES EVERYTHING. Fife's plans to become an expert swordsmith
are interrupted when he meets Neitya, an extraordinary girl unlike any he's ever met before...primarily
because of her horns and amnesia. Worryingly, she seems akin to the monstrous Vel who roam the
countryside. but when Fife is attacked by the Vel, Neitya saves him by using a skill thought to be forever
lost to everyone: Magic. Fife and Neitya decide to journey together, seeking the guidance they need to
unravel the mystery of her origin. Book 1 of the three volume series of original graphic novels.
The Silent Wife - Kerry Fisher 2017-02-24
This Mortal Coil - Emily Suvada 2017-11-07
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“Redefines ‘unputdownable.’” —Amie Kaufman, New York Times bestselling author of Iluminae “I was
thrilled. I was shocked.” —NPR “Stunning twists and turns.” —BCCB (starred review) In this gripping debut
novel, seventeen-year-old Cat must use her gene-hacking skills to decode her late father’s message
concealing a vaccine to a horrifying plague. Catarina Agatta is a hacker. She can cripple mainframes and
crash through firewalls, but that’s not what makes her special. In Cat’s world, people are implanted with
technology to recode their DNA, allowing them to change their bodies in any way they want. And Cat
happens to be a gene-hacking genius. That’s no surprise, since Cat’s father is Dr. Lachlan Agatta, a
legendary geneticist who may be the last hope for defeating a plague that has brought humanity to the
brink of extinction. But during the outbreak, Lachlan was kidnapped by a shadowy organization called
Cartaxus, leaving Cat to survive the last two years on her own. When a Cartaxus soldier, Cole, arrives with
news that her father has been killed, Cat’s instincts tell her it’s just another Cartaxus lie. But Cole also
brings a message: before Lachlan died, he managed to create a vaccine, and Cole needs Cat’s help to
release it and save the human race. Now Cat must decide who she can trust: The soldier with secrets of his
own? The father who made her promise to hide from Cartaxus at all costs? In a world where nature itself
can be rewritten, how much can she even trust herself?
How to Be Alone - Lane Moore 2018-11-06
The former Sex & Relationships Editor for Cosmopolitan and host of the wildly popular comedy show Tinder
Live with Lane Moore presents her poignant, funny, and deeply moving first book. Lane Moore is a rare
performer who is as impressive onstage—whether hosting her iconic show Tinder Live or being the
enigmatic front woman of It Was Romance—as she is on the page, as both a former writer for The Onion
and an award-winning sex and relationships editor for Cosmopolitan. But her story has had its obstacles,
including being her own parent, living in her car as a teenager, and moving to New York City to pursue her
dreams. Through it all, she looked to movies, TV, and music as the family and support systems she never
had. From spending the holidays alone to having better “stranger luck” than with those closest to her to
feeling like the last hopeless romantic on earth, Lane reveals her powerful and entertaining journey in all
its candor, anxiety, and ultimate acceptance—with humor always her bolstering force and greatest gift.
How to Be Alone is a must-read for anyone whose childhood still feels unresolved, who spends more time
pretending to have friends online than feeling close to anyone in real life, who tries to have genuine, deep
conversations in a roomful of people who would rather you not. Above all, it’s a book for anyone who
desperately wants to feel less alone and a little more connected through reading her words.
Beneath Cruel Waters - Jon Bassoff 2022-05-10
A wrenching psychological thriller in the vein of Tana French’s In the Woods, Jon Bassoff’s Beneath Cruel
Waters reminds us that the sins of the mothers are the sins of the sons. Holt Davidson, a Kansas firefighter,
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hasn’t been back to his hometown of Thompsonville, Colorado, for more than two decades, but when he
learns that his estranged mother has taken her own life, he returns for the funeral, hoping to make peace
with her memory. He spends the night at his childhood home, rummaging through each room, exploring the
past. But instead of nostalgic souvenirs, he discovers a gun, a love letter, and a Polaroid photograph of a
man lying in his own blood. Who is the dead man? Was his mother the one who killed him, and, if so, why?
Who sent the love letter? And what role did his sister, institutionalized since she was a teenager, play in
this act of violence? As his own traumatic memories begin to resurface, Holt begins an investigation into his
mother’s and sister’s pasts—as well as his own.
Already Gone - John Rector 2011-12-08
Jake Reese is an ordinary guy with an ordinary job, trying to block out the memory of his violent past by
planning for the future with his new wife, Diane. But the past has a habit of refusing to stay buried… When
two men attack Jake in a car park and cut off his ring finger, he tries to dismiss it as an unlucky case of
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. But when events take a more sinister turn and Diane goes
missing, Jake knows he can no longer hide from the truth. As he embarks on a mission to find Diane, Jake
finds himself dragged back into the life he thought he had walked away from forever and the days ahead
begin to unfold in terrifying ways…
Hour of the Witch - Chris Bohjalian 2022-01-25
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the acclaimed author of The Flight Attendant: “Historical fiction
at its best…. The book is a thriller in structure, and a real page-turner, the ending both unexpected and
satisfying” (Diana Gabaldon, bestselling author of the Outlander series, The Washington Post). A young
Puritan woman—faithful, resourceful, but afraid of the demons that dog her soul—plots her escape from a
violent marriage in this riveting and propulsive novel of historical suspense. Boston, 1662. Mary Deerfield
is twenty-four-years-old. Her skin is porcelain, her eyes delft blue, and in England she might have had many
suitors. But here in the New World, amid this community of saints, Mary is the second wife of Thomas
Deerfield, a man as cruel as he is powerful. When Thomas, prone to drunken rage, drives a three-tined fork
into the back of Mary's hand, she resolves that she must divorce him to save her life. But in a world where
every neighbor is watching for signs of the devil, a woman like Mary—a woman who harbors secret desires
and finds it difficult to tolerate the brazen hypocrisy of so many men in the colony—soon becomes herself
the object of suspicion and rumor. When tainted objects are discovered buried in Mary's garden, when a
boy she has treated with herbs and simples dies, and when their servant girl runs screaming in fright from
her home, Mary must fight to not only escape her marriage, but also the gallows. A twisting, tightly plotted
novel of historical suspense from one of our greatest storytellers, Hour of the Witch is a timely and
terrifying story of socially sanctioned brutality and the original American witch hunt.
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